In most developed countries, household savings has been subject to dramatic changes over the last two decades. As a result of financial markets' developments, and of the subsequent sophistication of the supply of saving products, risks weighing on households’ financial wealth become more substantial. Moreover, this trend is currently underpinned by pension system reforms which tend to promote funded schemes.

Issues related to these trends have led AMF to dedicate its Scientific Advisory Board first conference to the theme of financial risk borne by households. The conference's two sessions will enable, firstly, to take stock of the main risks that will weigh on both financial markets and investors in the medium- and long-term, and, secondly, to consider ways of reinforcing savers' protection.

AMF’s Scientific Advisory Board is composed of 22 recognised personalities of the academic and the financial world. Its mission is to improve the information of the financial authority on current academic reflections in the financial area, to identify developments and issues that are likely to impact on AMF’s field of activity, and to participate in research projects in relation with AMF’s matters of interest.

15 May 2006
Palais du Luxembourg
Salle Médicis
ATTENDANCE INFORMATION

FEE
The enrolment fee of €300 per person includes attendance at all sessions and a buffet lunch. When we receive your payment, we will send you a confirmation form in lieu of an invoice, together with an entrance voucher.

CANCELLATION
Cancellations must be made by letter, fax or email. A standard 10% fee will be charged for cancellations made before 5 May 2006. No refunds will be made after that date. However, if you are unable to attend, you can send a colleague. In this case, please forward the person’s contact details in writing to the AMF.

DATE AND VENUE
Monday 15 May 2006
Palais du Luxembourg
15 Rue de Vaugirard
75006 Paris, France

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:
Communication Department
Autorité des Marchés Financiers
17 Place de la Bourse - 75082 Paris Cedex 2, France
T: +33 (0)1 5345 6024 - F: +33 (0)1 5345 6040
M: mf.malbran@amf-france.org
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